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LEGAL

DISCLAIMER

BoxerDoge, including but not limited to the overall Ecosystem, project, token,       

 website, smart contracts, and any dapps as presented in this White Paper are not

licensed, unlicensed, or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in

any jurisdiction.

Any terminology used in this White Paper, on the Website or within the Boxer

Ecosystem and all projects in it, is intended only as a basic reference, without any

effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial

environment. The BoxerDoge smart contracts are open-source, security audited,

permanent, and non-modifiable in any way. The BoxerDoge token is strictly a

utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a

“security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind.

Any user of BoxerDoge represents and warrants that such user has received

appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory, and legal advice before and

after accessing and/or reading this White Paper or content on the Website.



Launched in June 2021, Boxer Inu is the fastest-

growing meme dog cryptocurrency of its kind. Boxer

Inu is committed to bringing innovations, utilities, and

use cases to the meme community. This is why Boxer

Inu launched the Boxer Ecosystem just days after its

own launch. Boxer Ecosystem is the first of its kind,

decentralized buyback and burns system that makes

all tokens launched on the Boxer Ecosystem HYPER

DEFLATIONARY. One of these tokens that are to be

launched on the Boxer Ecosystem is BoxerDoge.

BoxerDoge is the second token to be launched on the

Boxer Ecosystem and comes after the infamous Baby

Boxer token. BabyBoxer is the son of Boxer Inu and was

launched by the BoxerInu team as the first token on the

Boxer Ecosystem. BabyBoxer raised a 3K BNB hard cap

in a matter of seconds fulfilling its father's expectations

and hopes

INTRO



BoxerDoge is a BEP-20 token with Auto Boost, RFI, and Hyper Deflationary

features. This means that each transaction will have three major actions, large

variable buybacks, tokens to holders’ wallets, and buybacks and burns by the

Boxer Ecosystem.

BoxerDoge is a token with genuine use cases and utility. BoxerDoge is created by

the same team behind Boxer Inu, Boxer Ecosystem, and Baby Boxer. Being part of

the Boxer Ecosystem grants BoxerDoge the same royalty and safety that Boxer

Inu has.

BoxerDoge’s smart contract has been audited by Techrate, the leading smart

contract audit firm. The distribution, tokenomics, and presale are honest and

open. All this work is to prove that there is next to a zero risk to our users and

community from potential bad actors.

ABOUT

BOXERDOGE



The Boxer Ecosystem is the first development product launched by the Boxer Inu

team. The Boxer Ecosystem is a decentralized system where a single smart

contract receives, controls, and burns a certain amount of transaction tax from

each token in the ecosystem.

A certain percentage of tokens are cut from each transaction from all tokens in

the Ecosystem, converted to BNB, and sent to the Kennel (the controlling smart

contract). The Kennel now accumulates all the tax BNB and buys back each

token equally and burns them. Note that this contract cannot take tokens from

$BOXER but all others. However, it will buy back and burn $BOXER the same as

other tokens do. This mechanism is specially designed to dramatically increase

the value of the Boxer Ecosystem’s native token, $BOXER.

The tax cut will therefore first buy the BOXERDOGE token and then burn

BOXERDOGE driving its value up by removing tokens from circulation. The plan

is to get more tokens included in the Boxer Ecosystem to cause more burning

and an increase in the value of each token.

ABOUT BOXER

ECOSYSTEM



FEATURES AND

TAXES

One of the main functions of disincentivizing holders from selling BoxerDoge is

that we have different tax percentages on buying and selling transactions. A

higher fee on selling allows each holder to get a lesser value in return and for this

value to be sent as a reward to the rest of the holders.

Buy Fees: 12%

Sell Fees: 18%



BoxerDoge is a part of the Boxer Ecosystem, which means the Kennel Smart

Contract will take fees cut from each of BoxerDoge’s transactions. This fee will be

used by the Kennel to perform buybacks and burns, making BoxerDoge a Hyper

Deflationary Token.

1. BOXER

ECOSYSTEM FEE

2. AUTO BOOST

Auto Boost is a rare function that has been built into BoxerDoge’s smart contract.

BoxerDoge’s Auto Boost function performs daily adjusted buybacks based on

the daily trade volume. Thus this function allows the buyback of $BOXERDOE on

every sale.



RFI works by applying a fee to each transaction and instantly splitting that fee

among all holders of the token. The burn address is also a holder thus each

transaction helps deflate the supply.

3. RFI STATIC

REWARDS
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CMC & CoinGecko Listing

A massive amount of buying

An even massive amount of holders

An even even massive amount of going to the moon

Some things you can expect to shortly come after BoxerDoge’s Launch:

1.

2.

3.

4.

WHAT’S NEXT?



Token Name------------------------------------------BoxerDoge Token

Ticker------------------------------------------------------------BOXERDOGE

Total Supply---------1,000,000,000,000,000 $BOXERDOGE

Decimals------------------------------------------------------------------------- 9

Chain------------------------------------------------Binance Smart Chain

Standard----------------------------------------------------------------BEP-20

Class--------------------------------- ------------------Utility/Governance

Supply Model-------------------------------------------------Deflationary

TOKEN DETAILS

TOKENOMICS



TOKEN

DISTRIBUTION

Presale

39%

Liquidity

30%

Burned

16.2%

Private sale

14%

DxSale Fee

0.8%

TOKENOMICS




